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LEGAL DISCLAIMER

To participate in our ecosystem by using our (AI Floki's) website, you must
unconditionally accept the Terms and Conditions (the "Agreement"). 

Please carefully read these terms and conditions before using this website and our
services. By using this website, you agree to these terms and conditions. Do not use
this Site if you do not agree these terms and conditions.

AI Floki has the right to revise these Terms and Conditions at any moment. As a result,
we recommend that you check our page for updates on a regular basis. Any
modifications will be communicated to you by publishing the revised Terms and
Conditions on this page. These modifications take effect soon once they are uploaded.

You must carefully read this Terms & Conditions section. If you have any doubts, seek
legal, financial, tax, or other appropriate legal counsel. The material here is not
comprehensive and should never be interpreted as a part of arrangements.

We firmly believe that you have to follow the given terms and conditions.
Furthermore, all of these conditions may be changed without prior notice.
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INTRODUCTION

Burning: The token implements a token burn mechanism, reducing the overall supply of tokens in
circulation. This not only helps maintain the token's value over time but also provides a way for token
holders to actively contribute to its growth and success.

Holder Program: This token also offers a holder program, providing users with special perks and
benefits based on the amount of tokens they hold. From early access to new features to exclusive
merchandise, the holder program is designed to reward users for their commitment to the token and
its ecosystem.

                                 With a focus on humor, community, and financial empowerment, this AI-based  
                                   meme token is set to revolutionize the way people experience and interact with                     
                                                   digital currency. Join the movement and be a part of the future of finance               
                                                          today."

"Introducing the AI-based meme token,
the latest innovation in the world of
digital currency. Built on the principles
of humor, community, and financial
freedom, this unique token utilizes the
power of AI to bring a fresh and
dynamic approach to the crypto
landscape. Whether you're a fan of
memes, looking to earn passive income,
or simply seeking a secure and reliable
form of digital currency, this token is
designed with you in mind

Earn Through Staking: This token allows
users to earn rewards simply by holding
onto their tokens. By participating in
the staking program, users can
passively earn a share of the token's
overall rewards pool, just for holding
onto their tokens..
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By providing a decentralized and
secure form of digital currency, the
AI-based meme token gives users the
freedom to manage their finances in
a way that suits them best. Whether
you're looking to save, invest, or
simply transact, this token offers a
unique and innovative solution that
empowers users to take control of
their finances. Whether you're a
seasoned crypto trader or new to the
world of digital currency, this token
offers something for everyone.

By harnessing the power of AI, this
token is able to deliver a unique and
innovative experience that sets it
apart from other digital currencies.
Whether you're a fan of memes,
interested in earning passive income,
or simply seeking a secure and
reliable form of digital currency, the
AI-based meme token has
something for everyone.
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AI FLOKI
REVOLUTIONIZING MEME

TOKEN INDUSTRY

AI text to speech is another area where AI Floki is focusing its
investments. This technology uses advanced algorithms to
generate human-like speech from text, making it easier for
people with disabilities or limited mobility to communicate.
By supporting the development of AI text to speech, AI Floki is
helping to make this technology more widely available and
accessible to everyone.

Finally, AI Floki is also investing in AI video editors. These tools
use advanced algorithms to automatically edit videos,
removing unwanted content, adding special effects, and even
creating animations. By supporting the development of these
AI video editors, AI Floki is helping to make video editing more
accessible and user-friendly for everyone. With the rise of video
content on social media and other platforms, this investment
has the potential to have a significant impact on the future of
video production and consumption.

AI  Floki is a new cryptocurrency that is
focused on investment in AI-based
tools such as AI photo editors, AI text
to speech, and AI video editors. The
goal of this coin is to provide a way for
investors to support the development
and implementation of these
innovative technologies. With the
growth of AI in recent years, the
demand for AI-based tools has
increased dramatically, making this a
promising area for investment.

One of the key features of AI Floki is its
investment in AI tools These tools use
advanced algorithms to enhance
photos, automatically adjust color and
brightness, and even remove
unwanted objects from the images. By
investing in AI photo editors, AI Floki is
helping to support the development of
these cutting-edge tools, which will
ultimately lead to a more user-friendly
and efficient photo editing experience
for everyone.
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VISION

"Our vision is to be the leading  AI-powered meme token, build community
globally while shaping the future of digital currency. By fostering a playful
and inclusive ecosystem, we aim to bring  financial empowerment to
everyone, everywhere."

MISSION

"Our mission is to utilize AI technology to create a dynamic and constantly
evolving meme-based token to provides a unique and secure form of digital
currency for seamless transactions and community engagement."



On AI Floki Platform, you will get passive income by staking. This token
allows users to earn rewards simply by holding onto their tokens. By
participating in the staking program, users can passively earn a share of
the token's overall rewards pool, just for holding onto their tokens.

Staking can provide a passive income
stream for individuals who hold onto their
coins and stake them on a regular basis.

Staking can be easier and more accessible
compared to mining, as it requires less
technical knowledge and resources.

Stakers can earn rewards for their
participation in the validation process,
which helps to maintain the security and
integrity of the network.

Staking is less energy-intensive compared to mining, which can have
a positive impact on the environment.

STAKING

www.aifloki.com
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SALIENT FEATURES OF AI FLOKI
DECENTRALIZATION

SAFE AND SECURE

SPEEDY:

FLEXIBLE MANAGEMENT

AI Floki gives a decentralized stage to their clients who can stake and acquire the
coins with open-source distributed digital money, which will permit all purchasers
and merchants to exchange their coins without obstruction or to execute
exchanges without the requirement for middle people online safely and secretly.
This decentralized design allows them to exist outside the control of governments
and focal specialists, and it is an open-source stage where the source code is
made uninhibitedly accessible and might be rearranged and adjusted by the
client's prerequisite. A decentralized digital money trade empowers direct
exchanges utilizing these coins and removes outsider impedance, similar to family
specialists, clinics, or other enormous companies.

One of our significant characteristics is security and privacy on our platform by
preventing hackers, malware, and harmful whaling assaults from confidentiality.
Our system upgrades were done in several ways. We are happy to report that
many users can replicate our token name but cannot ever have the same contact
address. Without the agreement, users can't generate coins once more to protect
our platform from dumping and whaling. We have a particular set of premounted
tokens.

AI Floki network is pushing the idea of the platform reaching a level of virtual
sovereignty–a global enterprise that allows participants to conduct businesses
wherever they effectively encourage the concept of the usage of blockchain
technology for speedy transactions. Our working standard ETH makes us able to do
transactions efficiently, which will allow our users to use our platform features
wherever and whenever they want.

The timeline portfolio is very approachable and practical; we mean to be the
following significant thing in Crypto. Where others have neglected to move forward,
the improvement group at AI Floki will take us to a higher level!
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Download the
MetaMask app or
MetaMask
extension to your
browser.

You can buy BNB 
 with your
MetaMask wallet.
Ethereum is
needed to pay
fees and exchange
cryptocurrency.

Visit
Pancakeswap V2
and select pairs
BNB in AI Floki
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HOW TO BUY IT?
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AI FLOKI

100 Trillion

AI FLOKI Token has evolved beyond a simple experiment. 

This redefines $AFLOKI as more than it could ever be by itself and is AI  why

AI Floki  will out-perform, outlast, and outshine every crypto which attempts

to emulate it. 

Token Symbol: Decimal FIXED Supply: Network: Platform: 

0x95b6e02b79b82066598fa49B416674a328a5F6d2

Project Name: 

Contract Address: 

$AFLOKII 18

TOKENOMICS 

BEP-20Binance smart chain



Reflection
60% Supply Burn per Transaction

15%

Auto LP
15%

Marketing 
5%

Development 
5%

Token Distribution

AI Floki is all about transparency. Blockchain technology gives us the chance to
make your finances grow faster and give better returns. so we gave complete
distribution of our token.
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250,000 Holders
Introducing yield farming
& staking token ‘ Collar ‘
Stake Flokii to earn 
Mobile Application

Website First Version
 Community Building
 10,000 Telegram Members
Pre-Sale 
PancakeSwap Listing
Automation Usage Yield
CoinGecko Listing
5,000 holders 
Marketing campaigns 
 CoinMarketCap Listing

50,000 Holders
Expand Marketing Scope
Community Incentive 
Website Redesign
Featuring Automation Mus
Onboarding Businesses 
Global Expansion 
Centralized Exchanges
Listing

PHASE 3

PHASE 1

PHASE 2

ROADMAP


